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modelling6 studies on this topic.

A number of excellent reviews cover the mechanistic rationale

of, and attempts to measure, the hydrophobic force, along

with progress from theoretical modelling; these are only

summarised briefly here. The interested reader is directed to

more extensive references for experimental progress7–10 and

for details of theoretical modelling11.

The purpose of this article is to critically analyse the method-

ology used in direct measurements of the hydrophobic

force between extended and mesoscopic surfaces to date, to

highlight possible interferences to these measurements, and to

indicate improvements that can be made and future avenues

of research to further our understanding of the hydrophobic

force.

Since Tanford’s pioneering work on the role of the hy-

drophobic effect in the aggregation of molecules,1,12–14

considerable effort has been applied to direct measurements

of the interaction force between hydrophobic objects in water.

The rationale underlying these measurements is that if it is

possible to directly quantify the force between such objects,

a greater understanding of biological and chemical pathways

and mechanisms will be obtained, as well as providing an

opportunity to design devices and processes that exploit and

control the hydrophobic force. An obvious issue however is

that the force measurement techniques available work with

extended (macroscopic) surfaces – this disparity in length

scales becomes an overriding concern when attempting to

measure a force mediated by water molecules that are only a

fraction of a nanometre in size (Fig. 1).

In order to contextualise the often paradoxical length-scales

seen in literature reports of hydrophobic forces, it is pertinent

to consider the size and structure of water molecules in the

liquid phase. Bulk measurements using neutron diffraction

and modelling have indicated that on average, the oxygen

atoms of neighboruring water molecules are ≈2.8 Å apart in

the liquid phase at standard temperature and pressure.3 Spec-

ular X-ray reflectivity suggests this distance decreases slightly

to 2.5-2.7 Å for water molecules adjacent to mica surfaces.15

Strong evidence for ‘layering’ of water molecules adjacent

to solid surfaces has been seen using frequency-modulated

atomic force microscopy (FM-AFM).16–19 In all of these

cases, characteristic intermolecular spacings of 3±0.5 Å are

noted.

There are a number of recently observed phenomena that

provide additional context to the role of water structure, par-

ticularly when considering dynamic measurements. Two of

the most important considerations are the viscosity of water

that is confined within nanometre-sized layers (so-called

nanoconfinement), and the potential for boundary condition

changes due to the interaction of the water and the hydropho-

bic surfaces. It seems likely that both of these effects are

linked to the unique hydrogen bonding structure of water near

surfaces, and thus are certainly pertinent to a discussion of

the hydrophobic force. It has been shown both theoretically

and experimentally that water in highly confined geometries

– a few nanometres or less – changes its properties. The

viscosity is seen to increase by varying amounts depending on

the level of confinement,20,21 which is perhaps unsurprising

for a highly hydrogen bonded liquid under molecular-level

confinement. Ortiz-Young et al. noted significant dependence

of interfacial viscous forces on substrate wettability,21 with

hydrophobic surfaces experiencing the lowest force due to

apparent interfacial slip; they concluded that the intrinsic

viscosity of water was however substrate independent.

Connected to dynamic viscosity increases, the orientation

relaxation of water molecules in confined geometries may be

arrested significantly,22 again pointing to strong interactions

due to hydrogen bonding.

The subject of water slip at solid surfaces – whereby the

boundary condition is such that water directly in contact

with the solid surface has a non-zero velocity when the bulk

liquid undergoes flow – has proven controversial, although

both experiments and theoretical studies have demonstrated

the effect.23,24 In fact, recent modelling has shown that even

hydrophilic surfaces may result in boundary slippage of

water.25

As our ability to measure such transient and molecular level

effects increases, we must be prepared to account for their ef-

fects within our measurements and interpretation of the hy-

drophobic force.

Force measurement techniques and their appli-

cation to study of the hydrophobic force

As noted by Christenson and Claesson,7 the measurement of

surface forces between objects in water is a relatively new

topic of investigation, with the most significant advances

having been made in the last four decades, after pioneering

work by Derjaguin and others.26 Such force measurements

fall into two broad classes: 1) those in which liquid is

extracted from the film between two deformable surfaces

(usually air-water interfaces) or one deformable and one

solid surface, and the pressure of the liquid in the film is

measured - examples include the Thin-Film Balance (TFB)

and the closely-related Scheludko-Exerowa cell;27 and 2)

those in which one object is brought towards another and the
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fluence on force behaviour is more simply explained by con-

tinuum mechanical models of capillary bridges between sur-

faces, acting at much longer ranges than could be expected

from water structuring. Thus it is appropriate to make a dis-

tinction here between the intrinsic hydrophobic force, aris-

ing from disruptions to the preferred orientation of water

molecules alone, and extrinsic mechanisms that have origins

of other types – further examples of which are discussed be-

low. Of course, one could expect a hydrophobic force to act

at the interface between two bubbles on approaching surfaces,

as the bubbles themselves are intrinsically hydrophobic. How-

ever, such subtleties cannot be extracted from force measure-

ments between surfaces decorated with the insufficiently well-

defined nanobubbles described above.

Solids and chemical hydrophobisation

Another inherent problem with solid surfaces that are hy-

drophobised with molecular materials is that complex surface

chemistry can come into play. For example, the effects of

surface roughness are comparatively difficult to quantify

in direct force measurements, as discussed below. Given

the expected range of the hydrophobic force, even minimal

roughness beyond the atomic level could overwhelm the

ability to measure forces and separations accurately. Methods

to overcome this problem include utilising surfaces that

are inherently smooth due to a cleaved crystal plane (such

as mica or highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite, HOPG) or

making surfaces using techniques that retain exceptionally

low roughness such as atomic layer deposition. Although

HOPG is intrinsically hydrophobic, mica is not, and must

therefore be hydrophobised chemically in order to present a

surface suitable for measurement of the hydrophobic force.

As mica is the most commonly used substrate for SFA

measurements, its chemical hydrophobisation has been an

important concern. Original measurements used a cationic

surfactant to form a monolayer on the mica surface.43

However, additional complexity arises due to the ability

of the molecules to move around on a highly dynamic

(sub-millisecond) timescale, form bilayers and exist in

dissociated and non-dissociated forms. It has been proposed

that rearrangements can cause oppositely charged molecular

‘patches’ on the surfaces, resulting in a long-range charge

attraction,71,72 although a direct experimental link between

such patches and measured forces has not yet been made.

Similarly to the observation of the effects in force behaviour

from nanobubbles, charge correlations clearly do not repre-

sent a hydrophobic force, with an explanation unconnected to

the structuring of water or the hydrophobic characterstics of

the materials employed.

Certainly an added complexity with surfactant monolayers

is that at very small separations, the layers may fuse into a

bilayer that bridges the two surfaces. The mechanics of this

process was demonstrated elegantly in the SFA by use of a

photo-isomerisable surfactant to exert subtle control over the

surfactant layers,73 providing direct insight into the strong,

short-ranged forces experienced by surfaces undergoing

bilayer hemifusion.

Other methods of chemical hydrophobisation include use

of materials, such as octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS), that

react with the surface and are thus molecularly anchored.74

Although this alleviates concerns about charge dissociation

and molecular rearrangements, these surfaces may be some-

what rough (on the scale of a few nanometres),74 making

quantification at nanometre separations challenging.

If anything, the issues associated with both adsorbed gas

and the variability in surface hydrophobisation techniques

indicate that a thorough understanding of the physical and

chemical constitution of the surface prior to force measure-

ment is paramount. Indeed, AFM imaging is a valuable

technique for assessing these features, particularly in the case

of self-assembled surfaces such as lipid monolayers, whereby

the act of perturbing the surface during imaging or force

measurement may cause irreversible structural changes.75

Revealingly, literature reports have found differing outcomes

when measuring the hydrophobic force for chemically

hydrophobised surfaces possessing different water contact

angles. Ishida et al. found a marked dependence of the

measured force on contact angle for surfaces chemically

hydrophobised with surfactants or OTS.76 Hato however no-

ticed a more complex dependence when dealing with mixed

surfactant monolayers,77 where differences between long-

and short-range components of the measured forces were

clear. Such differences point to a problem with reproducibil-

ity between measurement protocols, most likely resulting

from differences in surface chemical hydrophobisation, and

emphasising the importance of consistent and comparable

methodologies.

It is clear from the differing outcomes of experiments that

make use of chemical hydrophobisation that such methods

are fraught with complexity and incidental issues that must

be carefully considered in the analysis of such data.78 This

is further evidence that future techniques and measurements

must find approaches that use surfaces that are intrinsically

hydrophobic without adsorbed or bonded molecular agents,

or must otherwise carefully account for the topology, surface

chemistry and stability of such layers.
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Convolution with other forces

In virtually all systems comprising extended surfaces, van

der Waals and electrical double-layer interactions play an im-

portant role. For like materials interacting through water, the

van der Waals force is attractive. The interaction arises from

the correlations of quantum fluctuations in electrical dipole

moments and is thus calculable from the dielectric functions

of the materials using Lifshitz’a theory.79 The limitation is

that it can therefore only be known with the same precision

to which the dielectric functions of the materials involved

are known. Particularly for water-hydrocarbon/fluorocarbon

systems that have similar absorption spectra in the UV, dif-

ferent constructions of the dielectric functions involved result

in significant variations in the predicted forces,33 inhibiting

attempts to isolate the hydrophobic attraction with precision.

The van der Waals force tends to be very large in magnitude

at small separations (< 10 nm), but due to retardation effects

from the finite speed of light, the interaction dies away

rapidly at larger separations, as is seen for typical material

combinations used for measuring the hydrophobic force in

Figure 4. An added complication arises from using layered

systems or surface coatings, such as adsorbed material on

mica surfaces. At large separations, the van der Waals

interaction is primarily due to the bulk material, but at very

small separations the interaction becomes dominated by the

Hamaker function of the surface layer.80,81 This may make it

more challenging to reliably model and subtract the van der

Waals force for such systems.

Electrical double-layer interactions arise from the presence of

bound or adsorbed ions or charged groups on the surface and

their associated ‘cloud’ of counter-ions. When two surfaces

thus decorated with uniform charge density are brought

into proximity, the overlap of their diffuse layers results

in a repulsion (or attraction if the surfaces are oppositely

charged or have potentials of very different magnitudes).

The surface charging behaviour of mica–water, air–water

and oil water interfaces has been characterised for a range of

solution conditions,82,83 demonstrating that each experiences

significant pH effects on the surface charge, and shows a well

defined isoelectric point between pH 2 and 4. The effects of

double layer interactions can be minimised by working at

conditions in which the surfaces bear a net neutral charge, or

by screening the force by the addition of electrolyte to reduce

the effective Debye length.

An interesting aside that will not be covered in detail here

is the so-called Hofmeister effect,84 whereby different ions

seem to exhibit systematic variations in their physicochemical

behaviour,85 which can cause significant changes in the

stability and aggregation kinetics of colloidal systems.86 The

reason for this ion dependency is not entirely clear despite

many studies attempting to elucidate the root cause, although

it would appear to be connected to the fact that some solutes

and ions tend to increase the local order in water (so-called

kosmotropes) whereas others disrupt order (chaotropes).

Our recent experiments measuring the hydrophobic force in

concentrated salt conditions surprisingly found no differences

when pairs of ions at either extreme of the Hofmeister series

were used.41 Theoretical work by Parsons et al. suggests

that the electronic polarizability of different ions can modify

the effective short-range van der Waals interaction between

charged surfaces,87 although this has yet to be verified

experimentally.

To summarise, it can be seen that for most systems conven-

tionally used to measure the hydrophobic force: air–water–air

combinations in the thin film balance, mica–water–mica in

the SFA or silica–water–silica in the AFM, any hydrophobic

interaction is usually convolved with both double-layer and

van der Waals forces. To obtain the pure hydrophobic force

potential, these effects must be subtracted from the measured

force. The precision with which this can be achieved is clearly

dependent on the relative magnitude of the convolving forces

and the accuracy with which they can be measured and mod-

elled; for the expected very short range intrinsic hydrophobic

force, this deconvolution represents a considerable problem.

Several recent approaches that may provide a new direction to

the problem of convolved forces are discussed in the ‘Recent

advances’ section below. Two appealing methods are a) to use

extended interfaces that cannot sustain bubbles or experience

classical forces,41,88 and b) to use a working interface/probe

that is sufficiently small so that exposure to these convolving

forces is minimised.21,89 The sharp tip of an AFM cantilever

satisfies the requirements of the latter, whereas molecularly-

smooth oil-water interfaces can be used for the former.

Surface roughness

Similarly to van der Waals forces, surface roughness is a

property that pervades almost all ‘real’ systems. It is no

coincidence that mica is such a widely used surface in force

measurements, as a freshly cleaved sample presents a surface

that is clean and more importantly, smooth at the atomic level.

Highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) can produce a

similar smoothness to mica with the added advantage that it is

inherently hydrophobic, but has the disadvantage that it is not

optically clear, and hence of no use in interferometric-based

techniques such as the SFA. Thus as noted above, the method

of chemical hydrophobisation of mica is widely used in SFA

measurements. It is difficult to ascertain the roughness of a

chemically adsorbed or bound layer, although it is unlikely to
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be significantly greater than the mica itself.

When measuring hydrophobic forces between solids in the

AFM, the configuration is almost universally a silica or glass

sphere glued to the cantilever to act as a probe particle, and

a silica or glass flat substrate below. These surfaces are

variously hydrophobised by surfactant as with early SFA

measurements, or by reaction with organic silanes. The initial

silica may have a relatively low surface roughness – on the

order of 1 nm root mean squared – but this is significantly

rougher than the mica used in the SFA. The effects of the

microscopic asperities associated with such roughness are

multifarious as noted above, modifying surface forces,90,91

changing boundary conditions,23 and modifying the capacity

for molecular adsorption,92 as well as possibly acting as

nucleation and pinning sites for surface nanobubbles.58

As mentioned in the section on bubbles above, purposeful

increase of surface roughness by the addition of particles

in order to induce superhydrophobicity results in significant

amounts of entrained air and very characteristic long-range

bridging capillary forces.61,64

The manifold and linked effects of roughness make rough sur-

faces especially challenging for measurement of hydrophobic

forces, particularly if the expectation of a short-range force is

considered. Particularly in AFM and SFA measurements, the

calibration of an accurate separation, central to understanding

the range and functional form of any force, is compromised

by the roughness of the surface. More troublingly, roughness

may change the range and functional form of expected sur-

face forces in complex ways,90,91,93 further inhibiting quan-

titative analysis of measured forces. Thus smoother surfaces

confer many advantages, explaining the propensity for mica

as a substrate in SFA measurements. However, mica’s hy-

drophilicity results in a ‘Catch 22’ problem that although sur-

faces are smooth, they require chemical hydrophobisation,

with its associated pitfalls. Recently, the dual-path SFA has

been developed, finally allowing the use of non-transparent

substrates,94 potentially forming a powerful system for anal-

ysis of hydrophobic interactions. An alternative method for

achieving extremely smooth surfaces is to employ fluid inter-

faces (air–water and oil–water) that seek to minimise their area

by remaining smooth and featureless.

Recent progress

We focus here on recent attempts to uncover the nature of

the hydrophobic force using novel approaches. For more

detail on historical measurements, including those mentioned

above, the reader is directed to several thorough reviews on

the topic.9,95

Kaggwa et al. recently measured the interaction between

a sharp silicon AFM tip and a silicon wafer in a number

of symmetrical and asymmetrical systems using frequency-

modulated force spectroscopy (Figure 5a,b).89 Surfaces were

either oxidized using ozone to present a hydrophilic silica sur-

face, or hydrophobised by reaction with hexamethyldisilazane

vapour. Two significant features are apparent in the measured

force behaviour: firstly, a strong net attraction is seen only for

the interaction between a hydrophobic tip and hydrophobic

surface (Figure 5b); secondly, for most of the combinations

studied, an oscillatory component of the force behaviour

is seen, purportedly due to the structuring of water at the

surfaces and with a characteristic period of 3 Å (Figure 5a).

Several oscillations are seen within the noise limitations of

the measurement, although further oscillations of sufficiently

low amplitude, as to be masked by experimental noise, may

of course be present.

Due to the fact that the AFM tip terminates in such a small

radius of curvature (< 1 nm), direct quantification of these

forces is challenging, and it is for this reason that a colloidal

probe is often used. However, the benefit that the tip confers

is comparative insensitivity to surface roughness due to

its small lateral dimension, a low level of van der Waals

interaction and a high sensitivity to the final few molecular

layers of water between the approaching tip and surface.

These measurements are clearly complementary to many of

the other studies carried out on the hydrophobic force, as they

are sensitive to an entirely different length-scale and lateral

dimension.

It is important to consider the potential for extraneous effects

on such measurements, particularly where dynamic effects

such as cantilever oscillation are used. In the measurements

of Kaggwa et al., the cantilever is oscillated with a typical

amplitude of 2 Å and frequency of 830 kHz.89 Given that

the orientational relaxation time of bulk water is 2.6 ps,96

potentially rising modestly under confinement,22,96 we can

be confident that the local orientation of water is unaffected

on the time-scale of the measurement. Similar experimental

setups have been used to probe the viscosity of water under

confinement,21 and so viscous effects would have to be con-

sidered in any quantitative analysis. Similarly, the boundary

condition at the substrate and tip and the viscoelastic response

of liquid around the cantilever could become important,

though the structural features of the force curves and the

strong evidence for the length-scale of water structure from

their qualitative interpretation do not demand such parameters.

At a much larger lateral length scale, our recent work

employed fluorocarbon oil droplets of diameter ≈100 µm,

refractive index matched to water, to probe the hydrophobic
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from pseudo-equilbrium and dynamic experiments, no unex-

pected effects are revealed, again hinting at the considerable

differences.

An additional benefit conferred by the refractive index match-

ing approach to mixing oils is that in systems of dissimilar

surfaces, the van der Waals force is still minimised. Thus

interactions between a matched oil droplet and any fluid or

solid interface could be measured with many of the same

advantages.

The concept of measuring forces between dissimilar surfaces

has experienced a resurgence recently, and provides additional

and valuable information on the role of interactions between

water molecules and hydrophobic surfaces. Experiments by

Faghihnejad and Zeng explored interactions between mica and

polystyrene using the SFA,99 finding forces that are affected

in range and magnitude not only by degassing but also by ap-

parent specific ion effects. A very recent investigation by Li et

al. of rising bubbles meeting liquid-liquid menisci under the

influence of attractive or repulsive van der Waals forces con-

cluded that a short-ranged hydrophobic force was implicated

in the film thinning and rupture process.88 Thus it seems likely

that measurements between deformable fluid-fluid and solid-

fluid interfaces will complement more traditional solid-solid

force measurements as our understanding of the hydrophobic

force develops.

Conclusions and future directions

It seems that each measurement method, due to its inherent

strengths and drawbacks has formed a separate piece of the

puzzle, uncovering different contributions to unexpected

additional attraction between hydrophobic surfaces. Only

recently are the pieces forming a cohesive picture of the

behaviour of these systems, and permitting a separation of

the true hydrophobic force and other interferences that can

cause anomalous attractions. It is clear that any ‘intrinsic’

hydrophobic force due solely to the orientation of water

molecules at hydrophobic surfaces is very short range, and

there is strong and consistent evidence for a decay length of

only 3 Å.3,15–19,41,89,98

At larger length-scales, a number of mechanisms appear

to operate between hydrophobic solids, producing quite

variable forces that are very sensitive to system parameters.

The physical rationale for some of these forces has been

uncovered – e.g., nanobubbles76 – but others such as charge

rearrangement correlations71,72 and Hofmeister-type specific

ion effects84 remain unproven, or at least contentious. The

fact that degassing liquids when solid surfaces are used

decreases the apparent range of the force,67 although not

to the degree that it matches that measured for oil–water

interfaces, is further evidence for surface-specific effects.

This serves to highlight the important intrinsic physical

differences between the characteristics of liquid–liquid and

liquid–gas interfaces as opposed to liquid–solid systems,

and may also form the basis for the eventual explanation of

surface nanobubbles. The fact that these structures can only

exist at solid–water and not oil–water interfaces, despite the

high inherent hydrophobicity of the latter, directly implicates

the solid nature of the surface in their stability. Due to the

much higher solubility of apolar gas molecules in oils than

in water, it is simply not possible for them to accumulate at

oil–water interfaces in the same way that they are attracted to

hydrophobic solids.69 It could be that their presence, even in

very small amounts, results in density changes, disruption to

hydrogen bonding or other (as yet unconsidered) effects that

are implicated in both measured hydrophobic forces at solid

surfaces and surface nanobubbles.

Based on the demonstrable and perplexing differences be-

tween measurements between solid interfaces when compared

to fluid interfaces, a valuable approach to unravelling such

mismatches is to perform experiments using dissimilar

surfaces.88,89,99 The next step may be to revisit the original

measurements of Blake and Kitchener32 but taking advantage

of new techniques that can sensitively measure forces in such

systems. The ability to perform measurements with oil drops,

which may be selected so as to arrange the van der Waals

force to be positive, negative or (nearly) absent,41,88 will

undoubtedly provide greater insight. In doing so, contribu-

tions from both fluid and solid surfaces can be compared,

potentially explaining the different forces seen, and crucially,

the mechanistic reason for such differences.

The next major challenge must surely be in the contextualisa-

tion of the forces and laws measured to date with respect to

molecular systems. The most important manifestation of the

hydrophobic force – in the self assembly of the amphiphiles

and biomolecules at the heart of life itself – requires an under-

standing not of extended surfaces, but of molecular systems.

Recent work using the nano-scale tip of an AFM cantilever89

has decreased the effective length-scale of measurement such

that this bridge is poised to be crossed, enabling meaningful

comparisons to be made. Measuring separations and locations

with sufficient precision is becoming more routine, using for

example super-resolution fluorescence microscopy,100 and

this will prove crucial to the application of these measure-

ments to soft systems.

In making this molecular connection, the direct measurement

of forces must be coupled to – or at least complementary to
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– measurements of the orientation and behaviour of the wa-

ter molecules themselves. Whether this can be achieved spec-

troscopically using, for example, sum-frequency generation or

related techniques, or by reflectivity measurements employing

neutrons or X-rays remains to be uncovered.101 However, it

seems that surface-sensitive techniques such as these may pro-

vide significant insight into the few molecular layers of water

that are surface-adjacent and thus most sensitive to the effects

of the hydrophobic surface.
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